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The Wild Mile is planned to be a mile-long,
interactive and immersive ﬂoating ecopark located in the North Branch Canal and
Turning Basin of the Chicago River. Situated
between Goose Island and the Near North Side
neighborhood, this stretch of river is a unique
destination and an accessible community
open space that promote habitat ﬁrst and an
outdoor educational amenity for all.
Also, the Wild Mile is a living laboratory for
research, innovation, and conservation eﬀorts
in an urban environment. This new wildlifeﬁrst park will foster a strong community
atmosphere based on education, arts and
recreational opportunities, while providing an
economically valuable draw for businesses,
property owners and tourism.
The City of Chicago has initiated this planning
process with the goals of supporting a wildlife
habitat while creating one of the deﬁning
public open spaces for the modernization
of the North Branch Industrial Corridor. The
design and development of this document will
establish a vision and principles for this new
kind of park.
The Wild Mile Framework Vision provides
the structure and tools for the Near North
community to incrementally build the Wild
Mile. It is their road map and their guiding
principles which will ensure the Wild Mile
remains part of their community.
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The Near North Unity Program (NNUP) is proud
to be a Community Partner in collaboration with
the Wild Mile Project and all of its civic, private
and community partners. As NNUP seeks to
connect and convene residents and stakeholders
in our diverse community, enhance its growth
and improve the quality of life for all, becoming a
primary collaborator on this project is a natural
ﬁt.
Over the years, the Chicago River in general and
the North Branch Canal in particular, has served
as points of connection for early settlers, trading
posts and industry needing to move oversized
goods throughout the city. Today, the Wild Mile
Project seeks to remain consistent with the
collaborative aspects of history by broadening
river access and expanding future opportunity not
only for the community but for wildlife and the
natural habitat.
Our science partners tell us that we must create
the environment that will attract the species we’d
like to see. For this team, those species are not
limited to wild life but includes human life as well.
The Wild Mile will become a ﬂoating classroom for
students, a gathering point for parents, a haven
for naturalists and a place to relax for all. The
following pages detail just how we plan to make
our desires your reality.
Thank you! I look forward to seeing you on the
Wild Mile!
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Wild Mile Framework Plan

01 Background +
Context
1.1 What is the Wild Mile?
1.2 The Opportunity
1.3 A Community Vision

Historical Context of Goose Island

North Branch Framework

The story of Goose Island is in many ways a
thumbnail of Chicago’s history: from the river’s
riparian wetland origins to the home of immigrant
settlers digging clay for bricks to build the city’s
explosive growth – excavating until they created
what become known as the North Branch Canal.
The canal was dredged and made navigable,
increasing industrial frontage. The Island’s workingriver docks unloaded lake-schooner’s rafting timber
down Lake Michigan to rebuild the city after the
Great Fire.

The City of Chicago has led the renaissance of
the Chicago River. A year-long, inclusive public
engagement eﬀort resulted in the North Branch
Framework Plan (NBFP), a land use plan for the
River between Kinzie Street and Fullerton Avenue
that sets the vision for transforming a former
industrial waterfront, by turning a neglected
back yard into a vibrant neighborhood riverfront.
The Wild Mile Framework Vision is a site-speciﬁc
application of the adopted NBFP principles.

Smokestack industrial development followed, as
Chicago became a continental manufacturing
center. The nation’s railroad hub enabled Internettype, long distance, mail-order retailing by
Montgomery Ward and Sears Roebuck. Then came
rust-belt decline, transitioning now to technologydriven innovation companies and loft residential in
Ward’s riverfront warehouses as well as mixed-use
redevelopment, now the canal will be restored to
the river wetland natural habitat that gave birth to a
global city.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1904

1960

Photo credits: Polish Heritage Research Group

Photo credits: Chicago Architecture Center
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Integrate a variety of open spaces
Promote partnerships
Coordinate educational, cultural & recreational
programming
Create a sense of place by responding to unique
conditions
Provide connections (ﬂoating boardwalk)
Enhance and restore the riparian and emergent
landscapes
Improve water quality

Chicago Central Area Plan (2003)

The NBFP reiterated the vision of the North
Branch Canal as wetland park. This idea was
ﬁrst illustrated in the Chicago Central Area Plan
developed in 2003 by the City of Chicago. The
Chicago Nature and Wildlife Plan adopted by the
City of Chicago in 2006, outlined this vision for
creating wetlands to help clean the water. The City
of Chicago and the Metropolitan Water Reclamation
District were exploring ways to remediate river
sediments and improve water quality by creating
wetlands that ﬁlter impurities and oxygenate the
water. Opportunities to create extensions of the
Riverwalk trail into the wetlands through a series
of boardwalks were also discussed. The Wild Mile
Framework Vision further delves into types of
programmatic ideas that the community wants and
the types of habitats to be implemented, according
to ecological experts.

North Branch Framework Documents

The Wild Mile Framework Vision
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The Chicago River and the North Branch

The North Branch is part of 156-mile Chicago
River system that flows in tributaries from the
northwest side and north side of the city through
downtown and exits the city on the southwest side.
The combined in-city length of the river’s three
branches is 23.7 miles. The Chicago River was the
transportation “infrastructure” that enabled the
early city’s growth, and is still a working river.
In 1900, to protect the water quality of Lake
Michigan, the Main Stem and South Branch were
reversed. At Ashland Avenue, where the Great
Lakes and Mississippi River watersheds meet,
the river enters the Chicago Sanitary and Ship
Canal, connecting them. Starting in the late 1970’s,
there was growing awareness that the Chicago
River was a neglected resource in the City with
significant potential to become a new recreational
and environmental asset. Throughout the 1990’s
and early 2000’s advocates worked to protect and
enhance the river system, which led to the creation
of the downtown Riverwalk, and other initiatives to
help return people and wildlife to the river.
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Naming the “Wild Mile”

The North Branch is one of the few segments of
the Chicago River that has maintained its natural
ﬂow, south toward Lake Michigan: the other
branches were reversed to ﬂow backwards into
the Mississippi River watershed in 1900. Since its
founding in 1979, Friends of the Chicago River have
promoted kayaking for people to develop a personal
waterline experience of the North Branch.
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The North Branch Canal poses a unique opportunity
for implementing habitat installations. The canal’s
shallow depths inhibits boat and barge traﬃc and
therefore it experiences limited wake action. It’s
mile-long stretch of channelized and eroding edges
possesses the ability to be greened – re-wilding the
once riparian stretch of urban waterway.

In 2014, a volunteer, community-based initiative
called Urban Rivers began experimenting with
the implementation of ﬂoating “wetland rafts”
planted with native species – turning vision into
reality – and beginning the transformation of this
man-made river corridor into the Wild Mile. The
Chicago Department of Planning and Development
has created this framework vision to restore

the experience of natural wildlife to the urban
environment along this stretch of the river, with
an emphasis on community, accessibility, and
education. The community has embraced the
‘wild mile’ as a means to reclaim the river.

industry

recreation

pollution

habitat

The Wild Mile Framework Vision
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Army Corps of Engineers

Ongoing City Eﬀorts

Unique Chicago River Opportunity

Build on the eﬀorts of the City, Vision for a
Blue/Green Corridor, Great Rivers Chicago,
and the newly formed River Ecology
and Governance Task Force

The human-made North Branch Canal originally
allowed for straight-ahead commercial navigation
to upriver factories, but that was in the 19th
century. Today, “Ogden’s Canal” can manage small
pleasure craft at best because of its shallow water,
underwater obstructions and 20th century ﬁxed
bridges.

Since the Clean Water Act of 1972, and the
subsequent founding of Friends of the Chicago
River (FOTCR) in 1979, Chicagoans awareness
of the importance of the Chicago River has been
increasing. As water quality has improved, the
river has once again become home to critical
species, and has increasingly become a recreational
amenity. There is the desire to re-orient Chicago’s
neighborhoods toward the river, the downtown
Riverwalk being evidence of that concept.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) has no
current plans for dredging the Canal because of
cost and lack of disposal sites for drege material.
The long-term goal would be that they deauthorize
the canal for navigability, but in the short term the
Corps is considering a programmatic approach
that would permit habitat restoration and ﬂoating
walkways.

Our Great Rivers is the ﬁrst unifying and forwardlooking vision for all three of Chicago’s rivers. It
was an 18-month, citywide visioning process led
by the Chicago Metropolitan Planning Council, in
partnership with the Oﬃce of the Mayor, Chicago
Metropolitan Agency for Planning, Friends of the
Chicago River, and others

It is hoped that the Corps of Engineers will
eventually list the Canal as unnavigable. The
purpose of deauthorization of navigation channel
would allow for full buildout of the Wild Mile.
To allow for near-term habitat restoration, and
implementation of ﬂoating habitat and walkways,
the Corps is considering a programmatic approach
for permitting the projects.

Engaged thousands of stakeholders
The vision that by 2040, Chicago’s rivers will
be inviting, productive and living places where
everyone can have their own experience.
The river is now a draw for tourists and a generator
of revenue for the City. Recognizing this the
Friends of the Chicago River is now studying
the intersection between economic growth and
environmental conservation and restoration with
the establishment of a 156-mile long, connected
“Blue/Green Corridor.”

Turning Basin Feasibility Study
At the request of the Department of Planning and
Development, the Corps of Engineers is studying
re-naturalizing the edges of the Turning Basin on
the Wild Mile, with the expectation that a navigation
channel for boat traﬃc would be maintained.
The Turning Basin is currently undergoing a Section
1135 Study with the USACE, the goal of which is to
re-naturalize the edges.

The Wild Mile Framework Vision

Coordinated approach to improve river health
In January of 2019, Mayor Rahm Emanuel signed an
Executive order for the City to create a River
Ecology and Governance Task Force that has united
more than 50 government, advocate, institutional,
design professionals, and community organizations
working together to improve the health and ecology
of the river. The Task Force has since created four
working groups around area of common practice:
Science and Design, Stewardship and Volunteerism,
Community Connections, and Trails.
Chicago Riverwalk
In January 2019, the City of Chicago also adopted
the “Chicago River Design Guidelines,” laying out
the City’s expectations for developments along
the Chicago River. In April 2019, they delivered the
“Chicago River Brand Standards and Guidelines,”
a visual branding system for the riverwalk and set
developer expectations for signage design and
aesthetics, to ensure a sense of cohesion and place.
The Wild Mile Framework Vision aligns with these
documents.

There is a movement across the country to
transform decaying urban and industrial
waterfronts into healthy and vibrant park systems
and thriving ecosystems. Through case study
research Friends of the Chicago River have found
that such transformations have created not only
healthier environments, but healthier economies as
well.

The North Branch Canal Today
16

The Wild Mile is an example of a beneﬁcial
ecological and community amenity that would
have the ability to generate substantial economical
returns to the region.

Our Great Rivers Engagement
The Wild Mile Framework Vision
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Existing Character and Adjacent Uses

The Turning Basin and North Branch Canal reside
within the North Branch Industrial Corridor. The
adjacent uses reﬂect the area’s identity as shifting
from manufacturing to retail, commercial, and
residential. The North Branch Framework Plan

recommends preserving an industrial job base on
Goose Island. A rise in recreational uses, river walks
in adjacent properties, eﬀorts to green the river and
new infrastructure investments show the area’s
transformation into a mixed use experience.

1

Kayak Chicago

2

Weed Street Boathouse

3

Whole Foods & Floating Habitat

4

Waste Management

5

REI

6

Dense Vegetation

7

Fixed Bridges
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Residential & Commercial Uses
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Building a Community Initiative
Urban Rivers
The Wild Mile Framework Plan is the result of a
creative collaboration of ecological scientists,
stakeholders, area residents, community
organizations and schools, as well as artists,
environmental installation experts and educators.

In order to make the vision a reality, equal
collaboration of science, community, and art/
education is necessary. The expertise of each ﬁeld
is required to program the Wild Mile in accordance
with the community’s expressed wants and needs.

Together, they deﬁned a comprehensive vision
that put wildlife ﬁrst, but also included education
and learning, water activities, aquatic and natural
habitat, strolling, sitting and viewing, working and
volunteering, eating and drinking, destinations,
festivals and events, health and ﬁtness.

Near North Unity Program, Urban Rivers, and
NeighborSpace are the core partners to start the
Wild Mile Vision.

A small group of volunteers and visionary,
entrepreneurial ecologists in 2014 began working
on what will become the ﬁrst-ever eco-park on
such a large scale, with what will be a mile-long
urban park of ﬂoating gardens, forests, public
walkways and kayak docks on the North Branch
Canal.
The initiative began by planting ﬂoating platforms
- attached to the steel sheet pile wall - with native
species to create wildlife habitat restoration pods.
Almost immediately, waterfowl took to the habitat
designed to also create habitat to restore ﬁsh and
turtles to the Chicago River. In subsequent years,
the ﬂoating platforms became sustainable.

Near North Unity Program

NeighborSpace

A key partner in advancing the vision for the Wild
Mile was the Near North Unity Program (NNUP),
organized in 2010 to connect into a resilient
neighborhood of existing sub-communities between
North Ave. and W. Chicago Ave. and N. Halsted St.
and N. Wells St. by building on local strengths and
shared opportunities, including the North Branch
Canal.

NeighborSpace is the only nonproﬁt urban land
trust in Chicago that preserves and sustains
gardens on behalf of dedicated community groups,
through property ownership, insurance, water,
stewardship, education, tool lending, etc., so
engaged residents can focus on their communitybuilding activities like the Wild Mile.

Members of the diverse NNUP community hosted
the Wild Mile public meetings and ensured broadbased resident participation through aggressive
outreach, ensuring that the voices of those most
aﬀected would help shape the community’s new
natural open space asset.

NeighborSpace will work with the City in realizing
the vision of the Wild Mile as the City starts work
on the demonstration project using the available
Impact Fee funds. Currently, the City has a grant
agreement with NeighborSpace to develop the
street-end River Education Platform at W. Eastman
Street within the Wild Mile Area as a land trust,
NeighborSpace assures site public access.
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Reverend Blakey of NNUP

Urban Rivers with science class

Neighborspace run public space

The Wild Mile Framework Vision
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Creating a Community Vision

The Framework Plan process actively sought input
from all interested parties, and created conceptual
framework plans informed by community input and
feedback. This is a plan of the community, by the
community and for the community.
Starting in November 2018, and ending in March,
2019, separate meetings were convened with

Existing Conditions Analysis
and Visioning
November

December

three core groups: stakeholder, the Plan Advisory
Committee (comprised of Friends of the Chicago
River, Openlands, Active Transportation Alliance,
et al), and the community in well publicized public
meetings. After each meeting, the City Department
of Planning and its design consultant Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill LLP worked to include and
reconcile the best ideas from the community.

Conceptual Framework Plans
Informed by Community Feedback

Final
Recommendations

January

March

Stakeholder Meetings

Community Meeting

Plan Advisory Committee Meeting

Ecology Workshop

February

Kayaking Trip

Ecology Workshop

Map Exercises

Classroom Activites

Identifying Program

Discussing Program Location

Exhibiting at REI

Giving Design Input

April

Wild Mile Week

Engagement Summary
Three Large Community Meetings

One-on-One Stakeholder Meetings

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meeting 1 - Nov 16, 2018
Meeting 2 - Feb 7, 2019
Meeting 3 - April 25, 2019
Wild Mile Week - April 22-27, 2019
•
•
•
•
•
•

Book Display at Near North Library
Earth Day River Clean Up with Groupon
Whole Foods Social with We All Live Here
Wild Mile Canoe Trip with Kayak Chicago
Hands-On Garden Activity with REI and UR
The Original Earth Day River Cruise with Friends of
the Chicago River

Three Public Advisory Committee Meetings
•
•
•

November
February
April

•

PAC Members: Active Transportation Alliance, Friends
of the Chicago River, NeighborSpace, Openlands, We
All Live Here, Kayak Chicago, Holsten Human Capital
Development, GreenCorps Chicago, enerGEEwhizz,
and Chicago Public Library Near North Branch
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Holsten Human Capital Development
Whole Foods
Groupon
Alderman Walter Burnett, Jr. (27th Ward)
Waste Management
REI
Friends of the Chicago River Planning Committee
Chicago Public Library Near North Branch
Carbit Corporation

Special Workshops
•

Ecology Workshop
•

•

Included Lincoln Park Zoo, Shedd Aquarium, Army
Corps of Engineers, and an independent research
biologist

Near North Small Group Workshop
•

Included Access Living, Art on Sedgwick, and
Chicago Housing Authority

Wild Mile Website
www.wildmilechicago.org

The Wild Mile Framework Vision
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Wild Mile Guiding Principles

The guiding principles take their basis from those
developed during the North Branch Framework
Planning eﬀort, but are tailored speciﬁcally to
the Wild Mile Project. These principles were
vetted during the community process and further
developed through community input.

1. Put wildlife ﬁrst.
• Create and expand habitat
• Foster immersive nature experiences
• Enhance and restore the riparian and emergent landscapes
• Create dog amenities away from habitat
2. Connect people with nature.
• Promote partnerships with local institutions that coordinate
educational, cultural and recreational programming
3. Expand public access.
• Improve and create additional access points
• Design and designate paths closest to and/or in the river for
pedestrians, and those with strollers and equipment to assist
the disabled
• Create designated bike routes seperate from the pedestrian
boardwalks

24
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4. Design a cohesive experience.
• Create a sense of place for Chicago residents of all ages and
backgrounds
5. Lead the world.
• Promote innovation and experimentation within the Wild Mile
to inspire holistic thinking around ecology and urbanism
6. Create a place for everyone.
• Integrate a variety of spaces open to the public year-round,
inclusive of all Chicago residents and for a range of ages and
abilities

The Wild Mile Framework Vision
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What the Community Wants

Enhanced Access

Safety + Traﬃc Flow

The community expressed a desire for easy-to-use
routes to get to the river safely and access points to
get down to river level. The community would like to
be connected to the river and more natural spaces
but feel limited in their options. Wild Mile should not
only be a destination, but also serve as a connection
to other parts of the city.

The community requested investments in public
safety and traﬃc control in anticipation of the
increased foot and vehicle traﬃc around Wild
MIle. The community expressed an interest in
making sure the riverfront was safe for all visitors,
especially youth. Additionally, community members
expressed concerns regarding increased traﬃc
congestion and strain on available parking as a
result of this development,

Education + Learning

Water Activities

Inclusive Approach
The community reported a desire for the Wild Mile
to be an inclusive space for all members of the
community. The community would like the space
and programming to be aﬀordable (little or no cost).
The community also expressed concerns around
being kept out of privately-owned riverfront areas.

Water Quality Matters
The community expressed concern about the
Chicago River water quality and interest in river
cleanup eﬀorts. Many members of the community
expressed an interest in work and volunteer
opportunities to help clean up the river.

Separate Biking and Walking Paths
The community expressed a desire to keep cyclists
and pedestrians separated using two diﬀerent
paths. The community stated a preference to have
a pedestrian focus along the riverfront and biking at
street level. Bikes are considered fast moving and
could disturb people on foot seeking a quiet, serene
space.
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Identiﬁed Programming
At the ﬁrst Wild Mile community meeting, activities
and discussion were facilitated in order to gather
their desires for the Wild Mile. Feedback from the
community was recorded through two diﬀerent
channels: Interactive boards featuring a map of the
project area and categories for potential Wild Mile
amenities, and small group discussion. Below is the
list of activities that the community wanted in order
of preference.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Education and Learning
Water Activities
Aquatic and Natural Habitat
Strolling, Sitting and Viewing
Working and Volunteering
Eating and Drinking
Destinations, Festivals and Events
Health and Fitness
Other

Aquatic + Natural Habitat

Strolling, Sitting + Viewing

Working + Volunteering

Eating + Drinking

Destinations, Festivals + Events

Health + Fitness
The Wild Mile Framework Vision
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The Wild Mile Reaches

The Framework Plan divides the project into
three geographical reaches, each with different
programmatic and ecological roles. The plan is
further subdivided into character zones, each

with different programmatic themes based on
surrounding context and insights gathered through
public process.

The Turning Basin
An area of open water spanning from W. North Ave
to W. LaMoyne St. and the Wrigley/Mars property at
its southern edge, bordered by N. Magnolia St. on
the west and the Cherry Street Bridge on the east.
This lake-like setting, once specifically utilized for
navigation will be a dramatic, park-like open space,
focused on environmental art installations and
performance. There is the opportunity to naturalize
the edges of the basin and add floating habitat,
while leaving a clear, navigable path for boats
moving along the Chicago River and Wild Mile.

The North Reach
The North Reach spans from the Cherry
Street Bridge to W. Division St. Adjacent uses
include Whole Foods, REI, Waste Management,
other commercial and industrial uses, and a
large development site. This reach will have
corresponding programs related to food, gathering,
art, education and recreation. This stretch of
the river, with its shallow waters and mix of hard
eroded edges and immersive stretches holds the
opportunity for a variety of habitat installations.
The blank wall of the Waste Management Transfer
station is an opportunity for art.

The South Reach
The South Reach stretches from W. Division St.
to W. Chicago Ave. Adjacent uses span from retail
and warehouse, to vacant land and development
sites, to residential and commercial. The triangular
portion of land, previously an abutment for
the Ogden Ave. Bridge, is city-owned, and is an
opportunity for an overlook, outdoor exhibit area,
educational center, restrooms, etc. The South
Reach is an opportunity to enhance the experience
of those living and working on the Wild Mile. Spaces
to work/volunteer, eat, relax, and hang out.

28
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Wild Mile Framework Plan

02 Vision
2.1 A Strategy for Urban Wildlife
2.2 Expand Public Access
2.3 Connect People with Nature
2.4 Create a Place for Everyone
2.5 Lead the World

A new approach to park design, the Wild Mile
framework poses an opportunity to innovate and lead
the world.
In order to transform the Wild Mile into a wildlife
sanctuary, the Framework Plan emphasizes a focus
on the creation and expansion of habitat ﬁrst. It
is critical to foster the growth of immersive nature
experiences in the urban environment, in order to
establish places for the community to learn about
the environment.

“Where we all Meet”
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Upland

Habitat Zones

Grows best in well-drained soils, and many
plants in the upland plant community are
tolerant of drier conditions.

A naturally occurring river has a gradient of habitats
that transition between land and water. The area
between the top of bank and the water’s edge
is considered the Riparian Zone. This important
ecological bridge stabilizes the river’s edge,
provides quality and diverse habitats, and acts as
a buﬀer for stormwater runoﬀ. The riparian zone
is comprised of four distinct habitat areas: upland,
riparian, emergent, and littoral.
The North Branch Canal and adjacent land meet
abruptly at a channelized river edge. The bulkhead
or seawall provide edge stabilization for the
structures on land, but eliminate the interface
between the land and the water, disregarding the
riparian and emergent habitat zones. These edge

conditions should be expanded to reintroduce the
missing zones and to ﬁll the gaps in habitat between
the upland and littoral.
There are a few locations along this stretch of
urbanized waterway that are eroded or naturalized,
but not necessarily stabilized. These areas provide
the opportunity to naturalize the shoreline. The
goal of a naturalized bank ls to create a stabilized
riverbank in which a healthy riparian zone can
be reintroduced, serving as biodiverse edge with
beneﬁcial habitats and the ﬁltration of stormwater
before it enters the Chicago River.

Riparian
Also known as the riverbank zone, occurs at
the interface of the land and water’s edge.
This area may be seasonally or in some cases
permanently ﬂooded. Plants in this area can
handle both wet and dry conditions. These are
known as facultative wetland plants.

Emergent
Then

Now

Future
Grows near the shoreline in shallow, wet zones
and is rooted in the river bottom sediment.
These plants are also called shoreline or
marginal plants.

upland

riparian

emergent

aquatic

upland

aquatic

upland

riparian

emergent

aquatic

Aquatic
Plants that can only grow in water or soil that
is permanently saturated with water. These
can come in the form of both subergent and
ﬂoating plants.
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Wild Mile Ecosystem

The interconnectedness of species on Earth is
on display at the Wild Mile. The aquatic, riparian,
and upland habitats in the Wild Mile support
many complex food webs in which nutrients are
transferred from one life to another. The sediment
and water in the river are the bases of the aquatic
food web; soil serves the same role on land. The life
forms too small to see and the nutrients dissolved
in water are the foundation that supports all other
life. The algae and tiny creatures in sediment and
water are eaten by invertebrates, which are eaten
by frogs and ﬁsh, in turn feeding larger ﬁsh and
aquatic birds. On land, the same roles are ﬁlled by

Upland Zone

36
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invertebrates, lizards, birds, and small mammals. If
we wish to view the charismatic megafauna such as
the Great Blue Heron or go ﬁshing for pumpkinseed,
we have to ensure that their needs for food, shelter,
and safety are met. The innovative habitats of the
Wild Mile were designed with these goals in mind.
Supporting the awe-inspiring animals we can see
are the textured, nuanced habitat features that
enhance water quality, promote bioﬁlms, support
invertebrates, and sustain their web of life. Major
components of aquatic, riparian, and upland food
webs are illustrated here.

Riparian Zone
Emergent Zone

Aquatic Zone

The Wild Mile Framework Vision
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“De-channelize” the River

Existing Edge Conditions

The North Branch Canal’s manmade edges have
been constructed in a variety of diﬀerent ways over
time. They generally fall into six diﬀerent categories
as seen below.

Sheetpile

Each structural condition poses its unique
challenges and possibilities for incorporating
access points and habitat installations.

Limestone

1

Timber

Concrete
38
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Rip Rap

2

Retroﬁtting the edges of this channelized waterway
into green buﬀers will help to re-establish the
“natural” form and process of the river. By
adding vegetated installations to the walls of the
canal, ﬂoating at its edges, and atop the banks,
naturalizing wherever possible, the surface area of
the edge is increased, mimicking the lost riparian
zone, and bringing back habitat potential and the
ability to intercept stormwater from the urban
fringe above.

3

1. Channelized River
2. Retroﬁt Green Edge +
Increase Edge Surface Area
3. Create Habitat Mosaic +
Intercept Stormwater

Naturalized / Eroded
The Wild Mile Framework Vision
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Adding Habitat Value to the Edge
Sloped Shoreline Condition

Vertical Wall Condition

Vertical walls offer little habitat value to native
wildlife. Wooden and concrete walls will be softened
by installing native plants at the top and bottom.
Please refer to the habitat matrix (Page 138) for
modifications appropriate to each type of edge condition. Refer also to the Plant Palette detailed in the
Appendix for the specific native plants recommended for each habitat type.

Planters Attached to Walls

Restoring Emergent and Riparian Zones

Native Plant Palette

Geotextile (fabric) pockets attached to walls will
be planted with a variety of hardy upland plants
with low water needs. Where feasible, a pumped
irrigation system may be installed to expand the list
of plants suitable for vertical walls. In areas where
floating rafts are not used, emergent plants can be
installed in pockets below water level to soften the
lower meter or so of vertical wall.

Where steep slopes lead to the river’s edge,
heavy rains can easily erode the soil, washing
it into the river where it buries vegetation and
small invertebrates on the bottom. Too much soil
suspended in the river can clog the gills of mussels
and small fish. Degraded shorelines will be restored
to a gentle slope and planted with native vegetation.

Rooted vegetation is the key to sustainable
naturalized shorelines. The Plant Palette
recommended for the Wild Mile includes only
species native to the Chicago area. Submerged,
emergent, riparian, and upland vegetation with high
wildlife value are presented in Appendix 5.1. This
appendix offers a complete matrix of plants suitable
for each habitat type. Each type of plant was
selected based on its native status and its value to
wildlife, including insects, frogs, turtles, birds, and
mammals. An assortment of plants throughout the
Wild Mile will provide year-round food, nest sites,
spawning areas, and shelter to animals in the water
and on land.

Installations Above the Walls
Variable Edge
Plants with trailing growth forms will be installed
at the top of the walls, where soil is adequate for
growth. Refer to habitat matrix in Appendix for
improvements appropriate to each type of wall
condition.

Floating Habitat in Front of Walls
Floating rafts planted with climbing vines will be
attached to the walls at water level, so that vines
can grow vertically to meet the trailing plants
from above. If necessary, supporting mesh will be
attached to the walls to assist and secure the vines.
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Submerged Habitat for Aquatic Animals
The soft unstable sediments of the river do not
offer much structure for animals to use as refuge.
We will design and attach shelves, cubbies, open
tubes, or other three-dimensionally-complex
structures to the walls beneath the water level, to
provide diverse shelter, rest areas, and sedimentfree spawning areas for fish and invertebrates.

Horizontal Logs for Turtles, Frogs, and Birds
Large logs or other natural materials will be
secured to the walls at water level to provide stable,
dry, relatively protected places for turtles to bask,
frogs to rest, and birds to perch.

Naturalized shorelines will be designed to provide
a variety of edge conditions, varying in depth and
slope along the Wild Mile. In some areas, terracing
above the waterline will support plants with diverse
water needs. Geotextiles, brush layering, and willow
fencing may be installed to stabilize the soil. In
other areas, underwater vertical structures will be
installed to retain clean sediment in shallow flats
where rooted emergent vegetation suitable for fish
spawning can be established. Along stretches of
the shoreline where sediment is mobile or unstable,
articulated concrete mats will be placed on the
riverbank to minimize erosion of the edge and
provide nooks and crannies where invertebrates
and small fish can forage, hide from predators, and
shelter during periods of high flow.

Sheetpile

Concrete

Naturalized / Eroded

Timber

Limestone

Rip Rap
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Structures and Fixtures for Human Visitors
The first principal of the Wild Mile is to support
native wildlife. In keeping with this goal, structures
designed for humans, such as tables, chairs,
benches, ramps, steps, and program platforms, will
be interspersed with wildlife habitat on the east
bank of the Wild Mile. The west bank of the river
will be designed exclusively for wildlife so that their
basic needs for food, shelter, reproduction, and
privacy are met to the extent feasible.

The Wild Mile Framework Vision
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Habitat Types

Appendix 5.1 includes a complete list of native
plants recommended for the Wild Mile, with notes
on wildlife value, habitat types, and use in other
restoration areas. An electronic copy of the Plant
Palette matrix is available upon request. The seven
habitat types are described brieﬂy below.

1. Submersed (S)
Plants that are rooted and have leaves completely
underwater make up the Submersed plant group.
These plants often grow in tangled masses of ﬁne
stems and leaves that provide excellent spawning
substrate for ﬁsh, frogs, and toads. The oxygen
produced by the plants may help keep the eggs
aerated as they develop. Aquatic invertebrates,
tadpoles, and newly hatched ﬁsh eat the almost
invisible bioﬁlm created by bacteria and algal
cells on the surfaces of the submersed plants.
Submersed plants create drag on the ﬂowing water,
allowing suspended sediment to drop out as the
water slows. When the plants die, their tissues
return nutrients to the river.

2. Emergent (E)
In water up to about two feet deep, Emergent plants
take root in the sediment and extend their leaves
above the water’s surface. The stiﬀ, stout stems of
most emergent plants hold ﬂowers in the air where
bees and other pollinators can reach them. Like
the submersed plants mentioned above, emergent
plants slow the ﬂow of water and ﬁlter suspended
sediments from the water column. The aquatic
nymphs of dragonﬂies and damselﬂies often crawl
up the stems of emergent plants as they prepare to
metamorphose into ﬂying adults. The adults, in turn,
rest on the tall emergent stems and ﬂowers to look
for mates ﬂying over the open water. As tadpoles
gain their legs and begin hopping about, they ﬁnd
moist shelter and a place to hunt for invertebrate
prey among the emergent vegetation.
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3. Trailing/Climbing Vines (V)
Vertical retaining walls hold back soils along the
riverbank but oﬀer limited wildlife value. As part of
the greening of the shoreline edge in the Wild Mile,
the walls will be vegetated by a variety of plants.
Climbing vines will be planted in ﬂoating gardens in
front of the walls and planters attached to the face
of the walls. If necessary, natural structure will be
attached to the vertical walls to support climbing
vines. Where soil is available above the walls, trailing
vines such as riverbank grape will be planted. The
selected vines will provide shade and shelter from
rain for wildlife, mediate temperatures on otherwise
bare walls, and produce ﬂowers, fruits, and seeds
to nourish herbivorous wildlife. The insects, in turn,
will attract animals that eat them.

support many species of birds and small mammals
throughout the summer and even into winter. The
Pollinator Mix includes emergent, facultative, and
upland plants.

Habitat installations designed as rookeries will
target nesting needs of the state endangered blackcrowned night heron.

6. Upland Drought Tolerant (D)
Naturalized slopes on the west side of the Wild Mile
and upland areas above the ﬂoating walkways on
the east side will be planted with trees, perennials,
and reseeding annuals that do not require constant
soil moisture. These native plants are expected to
be sustained by the variable rain that the Wild Mile
receives throughout the year. Upland plants provide
year-round food to wild mice, rabbits, squirrels,
deer, and resident songbirds.

Upland / Pollinator
7. Floating Trees (T)

4. Facultative Wetland (F)
Moving away from the water’s edge, where the soil
may be wet but is not frequently covered by water,
Facultative Wetland plants dominate. This riparian,
or riverside, habitat is suitable for plants that can
tolerate wet roots but do not require constant
moisture. Many facultative plants, such as sedges
and rushes, form dense stands along naturalized
shorelines where they stabilize the soil and trap
soil carried by overland runoﬀ before it reaches the
river. These plants also ﬁlter nutrients and salts
from stormwater, improving water quality in the
river. Many facultative wetland plants make small
ﬂowers and may be pollinated by wind or insects.
One of their great values to wildlife is the abundant
seeds that feed birds and small mammals through
the winter.

5. Pollinator Mix (P)
Plants in the Pollinator Mix oﬀer nectar and/
or pollen to bees, ﬂies, butterﬂies, beetles, and/
or hummingbirds. Insectivorous animals such as
bats, songbirds, and spiders may be attracted to
the pollinators themselves as prey. Plants that are
pollinated later produce fruit, nuts, or seeds that

Trees planted on buoyant rafts will be placed
within the river to provide habitat away from the
riverbanks. The trees will provide forage and shelter
for ﬂying insects, tree frogs, toads, birds, and semiaquatic mammals. Birds will perch and perhaps
nest among the branches.

Support for Federally Protected Species
At least 11 species listed as threatened, endangered,
or candidates for protection under the federal
Endangered Species Act occur in the vicinity of the
Wild Mile. None of these species is known to occur
within the Wild Mile. However, plant restoration on
the Wild Mile may support two protected insect
species: the rusty patched bumble bee and the
rattlesnake master borer moth.
The Wild Mile Recommended Plant Palette includes
several species listed by Illinois as threatened or
endangered in Cook County, including a sedge,
Queen-of-the-prairie, and the highbush blueberry.
Three federally threatened protected plants
also may be suitable for establishing in restored
habitats in the Wild Mile (Eastern prairie fringed
orchid, Mead’s milkweed, and Prairie bush clover).

Floating

Emergent
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Establishing Clear Zones

A Range of Activities

The Wild Mile Framework works with the
navigational clearance established by the US Army
Corp of Engineers. This allows for approximately
20’ on either side of the North Branch Canal
to be dedicated to Wild Mile improvements.
The framework establishes clear zones – the
western edge of the Wild Mile along Goose Island
is dedicated to wildlife, while the eastern edge,
adjacent to the Near North Side community is
dedicated to people- establishing access down to
river level, the creation of a continuous floating
pathway, and the implementation of programmatic
platforms for people to interact and learn about
urban habitats.

Within the Framework of the Wild Mile, variety and
diversity are important factors, just as they are
within the ecosystem. The Framework sets forth a
range of activities and installations that can take
place on either edge of the Canal and Turning basin.
The vision is to create a habitat mosaic.

The distinction between either edge of the Wild
Mile is important in achieving the guiding principle
of habitat first. For habitats to be established
and to ultimately thrive, they must be left alone.
If the vegetation flourishes and the installations
are successful in attracting wildlife, that creates
viewing and learning opportunities for people. On
the eastern edge of the Wild Mile they can stroll
along a floating pathway, stop on a viewing platform
to observe the fauna, participate in a class to learn
about the local ecosystem or interact in other ways.

The Framework establishes that the western
edge is dedicated to wildlife, but the variability of
habitat types is important for creating a dynamic
environment. Just as humans take shelter in their
homes, buy food at the store or farmer’s market and
participate in other activities throughout their day/
year, animals also need a variety of environments to
attract them to a location and allow them to thrive
as a species.

Water
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Floating Habitat

Just as important is creating a variety of
opportunities for community members, school
children and young adults, and tourists alike to
engage and interact with the Wild Mild. The Wild
Mile Trail that the Plan dedicates on the east side
of the current North Branch Canal is to be divided
between a continuous pathway, programmatic
platforms, and habitat installations. Throughout the
length of the mile-long trail, each segment will vary
in its emphasis on areas for programs to occur and
areas more embedded in floating vegetation and
habitat.

Walkable

The Wild Mile Framework Vision
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A Framework for Connectivity

A Framework for Connectivity

A guiding principle of the Wild Mile Framework Plan
is to expand public access to the Wild Mile. The
North Branch Canal and Turning Basin are largely
inaccessible to the public due to their industrial
past. Through the establishment of regularly

spaced access points at street ends and mid blocks
of future developments, and the improvement of
existing access points, the Framework Plan will
ensure convenient universal access to varying river
edge programs and conditions.
Existing Educational Institutions
Existing Access Points
Existing Greenway Routes
Existing Transit Routes
Proposed Access Points
Proposed Community Connections
Proposed Greenway Routes
Proposed North Branch Transitway and Trail

Route
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A Place for Everyone

In addition to creating a place for wildlife by
implementing habitat on all edges, the Framework
Plan should create safe and continuous trails with

multiple, inviting access points from land and water.
Connectivity to city-wide trails and greenways is
critical.

A Place for Walking and Strolling
The continous pathway at river-level should be
dedicated for pedestrian use only. With wildife-ﬁrst
in mind, this approach limits habitat disruption
while maximizing the boardwalk’s use for viewing
and interacting with nature. In the near-term,
creating “loops” is recommended to establish
complete Wild Mile experiences with no deadends.
To the north between W. Weed St. and W. Eastman
St., building on the existing riverwalks. To the South,
between W. Hobbie St. and W. Chicago Ave., building
on 600 W. Chicago’s riverwalk.

Cherry St.

A Place for Biking

The Shop at REI

Division St.

During community process we heard that people
do not want cyclists at river level. However,
participants still thought cyclists should be part of
the Wild Mile experience. Cyclists should remain
at street level and should be included in any
new riverwalk development as per the Chicago
Riverwalk Design Guidelines. All access points to
the Wild Mile should include bike racks for cyclists
to park their bikes before descending to the ﬂoating
boardwalk.

A Place for Paddling
The Wild Mile is accessible by water from the
north at the Turning Basin or from the southern
part of Goose Island where the North Branch of
the Chicago River and North Branch Canal split.
Due to shallow depths and physical obstructions
only paddle craft and smaller boats with outboard
motors should navigate the Wild Mile north of W.
Hobbie St. This makes an ideal setting for kayaking
and rowing.

Near-term River-level Pedestrian Loops
River-level Pedestrian Pathways
Greenway Bicycle Routes
Bicycle Stops / Parking
Proposed Access Points
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Halsted St.

Habitat Installations

Chicago Ave.
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Wild Mile Components
A Kit of Parts

Floating Habitat Rafts

Modular in composition, the Wild Mile will be
comprised of series of components. This kit of
parts allows for incremental implementation as
well as iteration in layout.

The majority of habitat installations within the
North Branch Canal will be floating. BioMatrix
Water’s wetland rafts or other organic floating
habitat raft can be utilized. More bouyant rafts
can be implemented to support trees and heavier
habitat installations.

overlook
ramp

habitat
program
(S)

program
(L)

program
(M)

pathway

Floating Tree Raft

Continous Pathway
The framework envisions a floating boardwalk
comprised of modular dock elements faced with
wood or composite decking. The pathway should
be 7’-8’ in width and run the length of the Wild
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Mile. In order to promote a more natural feeling
environoment, the pathway should meander with
straight lengths of no greater than 200’.
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Wild Mile Kit of Components
Access Ramp
Safe and universally accessible access points are
critical to the successful creation of the Wild Mile.
Access points should occur at street ends and
at midblock points in future developments. ADA

Overlook
accessible ramps should be implemented at each
proposed access point. Each point of entry to
the Wild Mile will require a site survey in order to
determine design specifications including length.

As a means to create areas of visual access to the
Wild Mile, an overlook can be implemented. This
element can also be utilized to fix a ramp to, for
future access down to river level.

Gathering Steps
In areas with less than 6’ in height change from
street/riverwalk to water-level pourous concrete
steps can be implemented as an additional means
of access, as well as, a place to sit and gather.
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Wild Mile Kit of Components
Gathering / Classroom Platform (L)

Program Platforms
Dock modules can be conﬁgured in many diﬀerent
ways in order to create spaces for program and
activity oﬀ the continuous pathway. The plan
puts forth three scales of platform that all work
within the allocated 20’ from the edge within
the Wild Mile. These platforms can be added

onto or reconﬁgured in the future as navigation
requirements are reduced.
Program platforms should be implemented
every 50’ to 200’ as places for uses, activity, and
gathering to occur along the continuous pathway.

Made up of three 7’-6”x10’-0” and six 4’0” x 5’ -0”
ﬂoating dock modules, a gathering or classroom
platform can be ulitized by larger groups. This
would be an ideal space for an outdoor science
lesson, yoga class, or many other group activies.

Viewing Pier (S)
Comprised of a single 7’-6”x10’-0” ﬂoating dock
module, a viewing pier can be occupied by a small
number of people, standing or sitting on the edge.
Good for birdwatching, ﬁshing, or just viewing.

7’-

30

6”

’- 0

”

”

-0

”

’
10

12
’

-0

Activity Platform (M)
Made up of two 7’-6”x10’-0” ﬂoating dock modules,
an activity platform has room for ﬂexible seating,
including hammocks or nets, movable furniture. It
can be utlized for a variety of small activities.

20
’-

0”

”

-6

7’
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Wild Mile Proposed Edges

Natural Edge at N. Cherry Ave.
Just south of the Turning Basin, the ‘wild side’ of the
river, or western edge, shall be selectively cleared of
invasive species to allow for successional planting
along the riverfront. The bank is designed to terrace
down towards the river with geogrid and plantings,
geocell terraces or an articulated concrete mattress
to stabilize the bank and control erosion. Floating
habitat rafts, modularly arranged within the
easement, will ﬁlter water and provide for addtional
habitat creation.

1
3

2

Existing Trees with
Selective Clearing
Slope Stabilization
with Terraced Geogrid
and Plantings or
Articulated Concrete
Mattress

1. Selective clearing of invasive species
2. Slope stabilization with terraced geogrid and
plantings or articulated concrete mattress
3. Floating habitat rafts

(587)

Biomatrix Floating
Habitat

(577)

20’ ACOE Easement

Existing
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Wild Mile Proposed Edges

W. Weed St.
The W. Weed St. access point builds upon the
existing Whole Foods riverwalk. Floating sets of
porous concrete steps are secured to the sheet pile
wall. The steps bring people down to a platform
where they can access the river. Floating pathways
and ﬂoating habitat rafts at the water will soften the
edges of constructed elements, while ﬁltering the
water and promoting wildlife habitat.

6

1

2
5

4
3

Existing Concrete
Steps
Existing Concrete
Path
Precast Porous Concrete
Stairs, mounted to wall

Medium Connect-ADock Module

(590)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Biomatrix Floating
Habitat

(581)

(577)

Selective clearing of invasive species
Slope stabilization with geogrid and plantings
Floating habitat rafts
Program platform
Floating porous concrete steps
Interpretive signage

20’ ACOE Easement

Existing
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Wild Mile Proposed Edges

Whole Foods Edge / W. Blackhawk St.
The Wild Mile design will bridge the gap between
street grade and the sheet pile wall by stepping
down with terraced concrete seating to an overlook.
The overlook will also serve as the armature for
an aeration waterfall, which will aid in increasing
dissolved oxygen levels and overall water quality.
At the river are ﬂoating boardwalks, which can be
accessed from the north and south of W. Blackhawk
St. To increase program opportunities at the river, a
learning platform will be situated along the ﬂoating
boardwalk as an early phase. Again, the introduction
of modular ﬂoating plant habitat will help to cleanse
the water and provide additional opportunities for
wildlife occupancy.

5
1

3
4
2

Whole Foods

(E) Concrete Path

New Terraced Wood
Benches
New Concrete Stairs
New Concrete Path

1. Cantilevevered platform with overhead
structure
2. Aeration waterfall
3. Floating habitat rafts
4. Continuous pathway and program platforms
5. Interpretive signage

Cantilever Overlook
Biomatrix Floating
Habitat

(585)

(2) Medium Connect A
Dock Modules

583

(577)

20’ ACOE Easement

20’

Existing
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